**2013 Asset Management Conference**

**PROGRAM**

### MONDAY 3RD JUNE

**13:00**
REGISTRATION OPENS

**PRACTITIONER FORUM**

**14:00**
‘Access to Success is Through the Mind’ – Insights on How to Effectively Collaborate, Influence & Persuade
Presenter: Jon Pratlett, Building Better Teams, NSW

**17:00**
WELCOME FUNCTION, SPONSORED BY INSTITUTE OF QUALITY ASSET MANAGEMENT

### TUESDAY 4TH JUNE

**8:15**
Welcome: Sally Nugent, CEO, Asset Management Council
Welcome: David Vidernot, General Manager, Victoria & Tasmania, Transfield Services
Opening Speech: Marlene Kanga, National President, Engineers Australia

**9:00**
International Experiences in Asset Management Leadership
Presenters: John Ricards Baruso Lahaia, ABRAMAN, Brazil and John Hardwick, Asset Management Council

**9:30**
‘Unleashing Your Ability to Collaborate, Influence & Persuade’ – Neuroscience Insights
Presenter: Jon Pratlett, Building Better Teams, NSW

**10:00**
MORNING TEA, SPONSORED BY THE ASSET PARTNERSHIP

**10:30**
ISO 5500x and the Future of Asset Management
Presenters from ISO PC291, Jim Dieter, Sunflower Systems, USA, Yoshihide Enomoto, AIEEE Consulting, Japan, Peter Kihler, ITS, Australia, Celso de Azevedo, Assetman, France

**12:00**
LUNCH

**13:00**
Managing Assets in Australia’s Latest Growth Industry – Coal Seam Gas
Presenter: Joseph Sofra, CEO Resources & Energy, Australia & New Zealand, Transfield Services

**14:00**
David McKenney, IAM, UK, Edmea Adel, IFM, France, Cindi Smedian, PEMAC, Canada, Anton Borysen, SAAMA, South Africa

**15:00**
AFTERNOON TEA

**16:30**
Using the case studies of Apollo 11 and the Titanic you’ll explore and discuss the principles of asset management and how it relates to your role, now and in the future.

**17:00**
GRADUATE AND STUDENT NETWORKING EVENING

### WEDNESDAY 5TH JUNE

**8:30**
How Business Decisions Influence the Asset Management System
Presenter: Achim Krüger, SAP, Germany

**9:00**
Using the Asset Management Landscape

**10:00**
MORNING TEA, SPONSORED BY INFOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

**10:30**
Development and Deployment of a Data Capture and Reporting System at Newcastle Wiremill
Presenter: Mark Brumner, OneSteel Wire, NSW (AMBoK ID 1101)

**11:00**
An Asset Owner’s Justification Framework for Building Information Modelling
Presenter: Peter Love, Curtin University, WA (AMBoK ID 1070)

**11:30**
The Funding Battle - Defending the Maintenance Budget of a Government Owned Utility Business
Presenter: Daniel Masters, State Water Corporation, NSW (AMBoK ID 1081)

**11:30**
Strategic Asset Performance Standards in High Risk Industry: Petrofac’s PAM Experience
Presenter: Issa Aydijei, Petrofac, QLD (AMBoK ID 1082)

**13:30**
Is Your Diesel Fuel an Asset or a Liability?
Presenter: Richard Baldwin, Diesel Now P/L, Birmingham/Amey West Midlands, UK

**15:30**
Closing the Gap Between the Output and Input of RCM and PdM
Presenter: Mark Frear, SAP (AMBoK ID 1127)

**16:30**
Closing Address: Chair: Ernst Krauss

**17:00**
FAREWELL FUNCTION AND TOUR OF THE MCG

---

**KEYNOTE ADDRESSSES:**
- Glenn Ingram
- Marlene Kanga, National President, Engineers Australia
- Penny Burns
- Deryk Anderson
- Richard Edwards
- Ernst Krauss

**WORKSHOPS 8AM – 4PM**

**ASSET MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE**

**10 Yrs of CIEAM**

**10** Yrs of CIEAM – Collaborative Achievements, Learnings and Opportunities – Adj Prof David Hood, Queensland University of Technology

**Closing Address:** Chair: Ernst Krauss

**Welcome:** Sally Nugent, CEO, Asset Management Council
2013 Asset Management Conference

PROGRAM

12:00
Finance and IT
Chair: Andrew Sneesby

13:30
Managing Assets Like an Actuary
Presenter: Tim Anderson, ActewAGL, ACT (AMBoK ID 1052)
Gearing up for ISO55000: Making Optimal Decisions for Your Assets
Presenter: Barbara Wijn, Copperleaf BC, Canada (AMBoK ID 1074)

RAMS
Chair: Greg Williams

Application of Markov Process Technique For Optimal Maintenance in a Power Station
Presenter: Deepak Patel, Transfield Worye, VIC (AMBoK ID 1111)

The CEAM Journey – Collaborative Achievements, Learning and Future Directions – Prof Joe Matthews, CEAM, QLD

Integrated Strategic Management of Assets
– Adj Prof David Hood, Queensland University of Technology, QLD

Achieving Sustainability Outcomes from Infrastructure Assets – Adj Prof David Hood, Queensland University of Technology, QLD

Quality, Integration and Interoperability of Asset Information Management Systems – Dr Jing Gan, University of South Australia, SA

14:00
Toward a Systems Information Model for Asset Owners: Reducing Errors and Omissions in Documentation
Presenter: Peter Love, Curtin University, WA (AMBoK ID 1105)
Total Integrated Asset Management with ISO 55000
Presenter: Philip Sage, ARMS Reliability, VIC (AMBoK ID 1086)

Optimising Power Station Availability with Markov Process
Presenter: Deepak Patel, Transfield Worye, VIC (AMBoK ID 1110)

14:30
Lust to Dust in the ISO 56000/PAS 55 era
Presenter: Mark Free, SAP (AMBoK ID 1127)
Helping Managers Spend Money Wisely on System Reliability
Presenter: Chris Moore, Sydney Water Corporation, NSW (AMBoK ID 1083)

15:00
AFTERNOON TEA, SPONSORED BY INFOR GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

15:30
LITIGATION AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

Presenter: Phil Clarke, The Asset Partnership, NSW (AMBoK ID 1104)
Asset Management Certification Against ISO 55001
Presenter: Tom Carpenter, Institute of Quality Asset Management, VIC (AMBoK ID 1088)

Reliability Prediction and Spare Parts Analysis of a Fielded System
Presenter: Indra Gunawan, Monash University, VIC (AMBoK ID 1077)

16:00
CLOSING THE GAP BETWEEN THE OUTPUT OF RCM AND PM

Presenter: Jerome Pallibroux, SVT Engineering, WA (AMBoK ID 1079)
Building Maintenance – We Need Reform!
Presenter: Lawrence Reddaway, Reddaway Enterprise, VIC (AMBoK ID 1088)

Forecasting Methods Review for Maintenance Inventory Management
Presenter: David Carr, Lycospond Asset Management, WA (AMBoK ID 1078)

16:30
RESILIENT GEOTECHNICAL INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET MANAGEMENT

Presenter: Tom Carpenter, Institute of Quality Asset Management, VIC (AMBoK ID 1091)
Implementation of Asset Management Awareness Training under ISO55001
Presenter: Tom Carpenter, Institute of Quality Asset Management, VIC (AMBoK ID 1091)

Squirrel Stores: To be or not to be
Presenter: Gerard Gan, Mulgrave Engineers, VIC (AMBoK ID 1103)

19:00
DINNER SPONSORED BY LEIGHTON CONTRACTORS, AND AWARDS NIGHT

THURSDAY 6th JUNE

Stream A: Tools/Techniques
Chair: Max Kuhner

9:00
Is Your Diesel Fuel an Asset or a Liability?
Presenter: Richard Baldwin, Diesel Now Pty, NSW (AMBoK ID 1109)
Sustainable Management of Australian Community Buildings: An Integrated Decision Making Framework
Presenter: Puspitha Kalukara, RMIT University, VIC (AMBoK ID 1076)

On the Frequency of the Great Floods of South East Queensland
Presenter: David Illesde, Queensland University of Technology, QLD (AMBoK ID 1128)

9:30
RISKGATE: Industry Sharing Risk Controls Across Australian Coal Operations
Presenter: Janvi Shah, University of Birmingham (AMBoK ID 1194)

Sustainability Management of Australian Community Buildings: An Integrated Decision Making Framework
Presenter: Puspitha Kalukara, RMIT University, VIC (AMBoK ID 1076)

On the Frequency of the Great Floods of South East Queensland
Presenter: David Illesde, Queensland University of Technology, QLD (AMBoK ID 1128)

10:00
Equipment Asset Management – Lubrication Excellence
Presenter: Suzy Jamieson, National Council for Machinery Lubrication, QLD

From Downtime to Uptime – In No Time
Presenter: Peter Harvey, ORACLE, NSW (AMBoK ID 1125)

Practical Analytics for Maintenance Teams Using CMMS Work History
Presenter: Robin Platfroht, Covairs, NSW (AMBoK ID 1102)

10:30
MORNING TEA

KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Chair: James Kennedy

11:00
Learnings from the Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission
Presenter: Vincent Power, CitPower and Powerscor, VIC

11:45
2014 CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT

12:00
LUNCH

13:00
ASSET MANAGEMENT COUNCIL AGM

KEYNOTE ADDRESS AND PANEL SESSION: Chair: TBC

13:30
Holistic Maintenance: A Pillar to Achieve Operational Excellence
Presenter: Nizar Al Shammasi, Director of Corporate Maintenance Services, Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia

Maintenance Landscape, Trends and Skills Around the Globe
Presenters: Joel Leonard, SKILTV.net, USA, Tim Goshert, GP Allied, USA, Alex Shaber, EFNMS, Switzerland, Jim Kennedy, Interlogistic Consulting, Australia

14:00
15:00
AFTERNOON TEA

CLOSING ADDRESS: Chair: Ernst Krauss

Culture & Leadership
Presenter: Rachael Robertson, Antarctic Expedition Leader, Australia

FAREWELL FUNCTION AND TOUR OF THE MCG: PLACES ON THE TOUR ARE LIMITED, PLEASE REGISTER AT THE REGISTRATION DESK

FRIDAY 7th JUNE

WORKSHOPS 8AM – 4PM